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品　目 入荷量（万トン） 平均価格（100kg あたりルピー）
米（Paddy） 235.85  601 
トウモロコシ 91.00  394 
タマネギ 62.21  336 
ジャガイモ 37.24  284 
落花生 26.55  1,118 
ソルガム 13.53  462 
アラハル豆 9.03  1,466 
シコクビエ 7.92  394 
ヒマワリ 7.13  1,033 
トウガラシ 5.54  3,900 
トウジンビエ 4.20  340 
資料：Dept of Agricultural Marketing, Government of Karnaraka


















































































































































































































資料：Karnataka State Agricultural Marketing Board, Bangalore
　　　　　　　　　　　　　注１： 左軸には入荷量をキンタル (Qtls.) で，右軸には価格 (max, 
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６ ）“Farm harvest prices of principal crops in India”,  Directorate of Economics & Statistics, 
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Wholesale Markets of Agricultural 
Produce in Karnataka State, India:
Analysis of Size, Location and Monthly
 Arrivals and Prices
　
Hitoshi ARAKI 
　　 We investigated the distribution system of agricultural products in Karnataka 
State by studying data provided by the Karnataka State Agricultural Marketing 
Board.　We focused on the following factors of wholesale markets: size, location, 
and fluctuations in price and arrival times. 
　　 We concluded that:
(1) 　Potatoes and onions are brought to markets in Bangalore in response to 
consumer demand, in contrast to grains and other commercial crops which are 
marketed in the major growing centers.
(2) 　A supply system, which satisfies year-round demand, has been established to 
bring produce from outlying areas to the consumer markets.  This new system 
adds grains to the list of commodities that have become available to consumers 
all year.  Note that this newer supply system, which provides fresh potatoes and 
onions throughout the year, reflects the increased buying power in the major 
cities of the newly rich, who can afford to pay the transportation costs of 
perishable produce during off-season months.
(3) 　A supply system, which distributes goods over a wide area, is indispensable for 
maintaining a steady supply of agricultural commodities, especially for products 
in season. However, poor harvests or inflation in the remote markets can cause 
problems or disrupt delivery, especially to such big cities as Bangalore. For 
example the 'onion crisis of 1988'demonstrated that inflationary periods can 
occur in both small local markets and in the big markets of Bangalore.
